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Growth slows but no recession yet
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Business Cycle Update 
Job gains slowed in March, but more than one million jobs were added in the 
1st Quarter. Another rise in the labor force participation rate is a positive sign of 
improved labor supply.

Consumers are cutting back spending, especially on discretionary items, as the 
extended period of high inflation squeezes household budgets.

Services inflation has shown no sign of cooling, adding pressure on the Federal 
Reserve to maintain restrictive monetary policy.

Financial markets are pricing in Fed rate cuts over the second half of 2023, helping 
to boost investor sentiment and lower Treasury yields. 

Economic Review Financial Review 

EMPLOYMENT NEGATIVE POSITIVE

Demand for workers eased in March, as indicated by the 
recent decline in job openings. The unemployment rate 
declined to 3.5%, indicating hiring conditions remain 
tight. Average hourly earnings fell.

EARNINGS NEGATIVE POSITIVE

Diminishing profit margins pushed earnings lower as 
expenses, particularly labor costs, remained persistently 
high. Earnings will likely remain a headwind for the 
market until the second half of the year.

FINANCIAL NEGATIVE POSITIVE

Long-term interest rates extended their downtrend into 
April, but yields had bounced back by mid-month. The 
yield curve remains inverted, with the Fed increasing 
short-term rates. 

VALUATIONS NEGATIVE POSITIVE

With the S&P 500® Index trading at approximately 
19-times forward earnings and nearly 20-times trailing
earnings, valuations will likely remain a hurdle for
investors.

NEGATIVE POSITIVECONSUMER

Retail sales dropped again in March as consumers pulled 
back on spending. Sentiment improved in early April, but 
consumers remain concerned about inflation and future 
economic growth.

FISCAL/MONETARY 
BACKDROP NEGATIVE POSITIVE

As the Federal Reserve hiked rates another quarter-point 
in May and with a potential debt ceiling debate looming, 
risks are skewed to the downside for investors.

BUSINESS NEGATIVE POSITIVE

The ISM services index declined sharply in March, while 
the manufacturing index registered its fifth consecutive 
monthly contraction. Small business optimism returned 
to near-recent lows.

CREDIT NEGATIVE POSITIVE

Tight corporate bond spreads continue to support the 
“soft landing” narrative. Although credit markets remain 
calm, the possibility of a U.S. debt default remains risky 
for credit investors.

INFLATION LOWER HIGHER

Consumer inflation weakened in March, aided by falling 
prices for gasoline and groceries. The 12-month trend 
rate declined to 5.0%, but the core rate rose as prices for 
services and housing remained hot.

TECHNICALS NEGATIVE POSITIVE

Market breadth continues to narrow, and bearish 
sentiment continues to subvert bullish sentiment. 
Positioning remains light, as the S&P 500 remains in a 
tight trading range.  
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Financial market insight: Stay resilient in a financial crisis
With echoes of the 2008 
financial crisis and the 
COVID recession in 2020 still 
reverberating, perhaps it’s
not surprising to see investors 
bracing for the worst. Recent 
economic news headlines about 
higher inflation, rising interest 
rates, and regional bank failures 
have only stoked these concerns. 
It’s reasonable for investors to 
expect a recession in the year 
ahead, but some pessimism 
may be overblown. As the chart 
shows, the losses experienced 
during significant market crises 
over the past 40 years have 
often been far exceeded by 
the magnitude of market gains 
after these crises. Investors 
who persevered through 
economic turbulence and stuck 
to their long-term strategy saw good 
opportunities to capture market gains.

S&P 500® Index returns during and after recent financial crises

Source for chart data: Putnam, Nationwide IMG Competitive Intelligence Team
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“Black Monday” stock market crash
October 16-19, 1987

September 11 terrorist attacks
September 11-21, 2001

Global Financial Crisis:
Lehman Brothers collapse
Sept. 12-Nov. 21, 2008

U.S. government debt downgrade
Aug. 4-Oct. 3, 2011

U.K. “Brexit” referendum
June 23-27, 2016

COVID-19 pandemic
Feb. 19-Mar. 23, 2020

Economic insight: Cracks in consumer activity widening
Strong job and income gains 
helped to keep real GDP growth 
solid in the 1st Quarter of 2023. 
But consumer trends weakened 
heading into Q2 as rising interest 
rates and the extended period 
of high inflation continued to 
squeeze household budgets. 
Survey data from the Conference 
Board show that consumers 
are preparing for much weaker 
growth conditions ahead, with 
the gap between the present 
situation and expectations on par 
with pre-recessionary periods. 
This suggests that households 
will cut back on expenses, driving 
businesses to hire less or cut 
workers soon - feeding negative 
feedback loops that could lead to 
a recession later in 2023.

Di�erence between consumer expectations and present situation indices May 1978 to April 2023

Source for chart data: Conference Board, Nationwide Economics
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This material is not a recommendation to buy or sell a financial product or to adopt an investment strategy. Investors should work with their financial professional to discuss their 
specific situation.

Except where otherwise indicated, the views and opinions expressed are those of Nationwide as of the date noted, are subject to change at any time and may not come to pass.

S&P 500® Index: An unmanaged, market capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks of leading large-cap U.S. companies in leading industries; gives a broad look at the U.S. equities 
market and those companies’ stock price performance.

S&P Indexes are trademarks of Standard & Poor’s and have been licensed for use by Nationwide Fund Advisors LLC. The Products are not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by 
Standard & Poor’s and Standard & Poor’s does not make any representation regarding the advisability of investing in the Product.

Nationwide Funds are distributed by Nationwide Fund Distributors LLC, member FINRA, Columbus, Ohio. Nationwide Investment Services Corporation, member FINRA, Columbus, 
Ohio.
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